
by Kate Selig
Students have raised concerns about the increase in 

National Honor Society (NHS) strike enforcement since 
English teacher Peter Murphy assumed the faculty advisor 
role last year.

NHS, a club of about 50 
students, was overhauled 
when 6th grade math teacher, 
Kellie Carlucci, resigned as 
the advisor two years ago, 
following controversy over 
disciplinary action against 
students for breaking 
school drug policy in 
Spain. Although Bromfield 
eventually punished the 
students, the administration 

permitted them to remain in NHS. Carlucci disagreed:  
“I think that if you are in the NHS, you should be and 
are held to very high standards. When students break a 
school rule and a law, they are not maintaining the highest 
set of standards. Because the process wasn’t respected, 
I decided that the NHS here was not functioning as it 
should.”

Murphy volunteered to replace her, acknowledging 
it was mainly “because Mr. Hoffman said he needed 
someone and no one else was volunteering.” He was 
joined by five other teachers to form the new faculty 
board: Katelyn Russell, Elizabeth Hoorneman, Jackie 
Travers, Josh Thurston, and Cynthia Fontaine.

The new management resulted in a change in NHS 
policy enforcement. The NHS gives out ‘strikes’ to 
students for conduct like turning in forms late or not 
attending mandatory meetings. Ben Rotker, current NHS 
President, described Murphy’s leadership of the club as 
“very strict” and “intense with the strikes.” “I do think it 
is a little bit harsh,” he admitted, but “Mr. Murphy is the 
leader and he’s the one who has taken the time to uphold 
all the responsibility and planning so he gets to decide 
how he administers strikes.”

Carlucci explained that as long as the process for 
student petition is followed, she supports the decisions of 

the current NHS, but noted that, “I think each situation 
is unique and that the faculty councils should be open to 
hearing all the circumstances surrounding the situation.”

The strike enforcement took students by surprise, 
and three seniors - Angela Hu, Tal Lindsey, and Henry 
Anderson - detailed their experiences. 

The three joined the club for different reasons. Hu said 
it “taught me a lot about service, and actually inspired my 
senior project, which was really one of my most rewarding 
experiences at Bromfield.” Lindsey joined because he 
“believed that it was a good way to be recognized for 
the work that I was already doing academically and in 
the community.” Anderson thought “it was a natural 
extension and a way to get recognition for the things I 
[he] already do [does] at the school - it was a point of pride 
to be contributing to the community.”

Hu is still in the club but has accrued two strikes. She 
received hers for handing in her service hours a hours 
late and her Leadership Project Proposal one minute late. 
She did not agree with the uncompromising deadlines 
because “as a stressed student who asks for her teacher’s 
sympathy, I [she] would definitely ask for some leniency, 
especially if it’s just one minute.” She added that “NHS 
literally only exists to make you seem like a good student 
on your college app; ironically, colleges don’t weigh it 
very heavily because it’s not a selective club. Suddenly 
being selective as one tiny school in the middle of the 
woods doesn’t make you cooler.” 

She does not believe the strictness was representative of 
the real world. “In the workforce, if you don’t think you 
can make a deadline, then you will email your superior, 
explaining your situation, and usually one minute won’t 
be a big deal, if it’s not a super important project that will 
make or break the company’s reputation,” she said.

Anderson acknowledged the legitimacy of  his first two 
strikes - missing a meeting and turning in hours late-  but 
took issue with the third. “I missed a meeting because 
there was an impending snow storm and my parents asked 
me to take my sister home that day,” he explained. “It all 
came up suddenly. I didn’t get a chance to notify Mr. 
Murphy.”
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Farewell from the Class of 2018

by Ivy Wang
A hold-in-place occurred at Bromfield on Tuesday, May 

22 at 2:00 pm, minutes before the seniors were set to run 
around the school to say a final goodbye.

After the hold-in-place ended and during the senior run, 
four police officers were seen escorting several students 
and a parent in front of the school. The details as to why 
the hold-in-place was declared are confidential, but Princi-
pal Scott Hoffman states that “there was never any danger 
to students or staff from the situation.  We were seeking to 
keep the halls clear for a private matter.” Although there 
was no school-wide emergency, it is the first time this year 
that an actual crisis procedure has been declared.  

However, there have been four other drills during this 
year. During these drills, each administrator has a certain 
role. Vice Principal Robin Benoit is in control of commu-
nication and Dean of Students Julie Horton is the “floater” 

by Rebecca Li

By the time you read this, we’ll be gone. 
Well, technically, if you’re reading this at lunch, gone in 
three-hundred-ninety-odd minutes, six-and-a-half-or-so 
hours: the length of a school day, really. But I doubt you’re 
reading this for technicalities. Still, please forgive them. 
We’re hurtling towards the end of a path paved with sixth-
grade togas, caffeine-stained assignments and inside jokes 
about the dumbest things, and it’s starting to feel more like 
unwanted inertia than a longed for summit. And we don’t 
even have much time left to panic about it.

But it’s not fair of me to say “we”. I’m sure that some of us 
are excited, or relieved, or indifferent, or not being melo-
dramatic at 4:25 a.m. while pulling one last Bromfield all 
nighter. In fact, it’s important that I not say “we”. Afterall, 
today is meant to be about disbanding, about celebrating 
the separation.
And so, here are some quotes from individuals on their 
experiences at Bromfield. Given that, shockingly enough, 
the Class of 2018 has not merged into a single screaming 
entity – senior run excluded – some quotes are introspec-
tive, some are humorous, some are sobering, etcetera. 
But trust that they are said with love. 

Favorite memory of Bromfield...
“Winning the State Championship with the boys. Roll Tro-
jans” –Jack Armstrong
“F Period [Honors] Bio/Picnic club” –Carolina Mello 
“Enjoying my senior year classes a lot more than I thought 
I would, and mes amis” –Anonymous
“Public speaking with Mr. Jones” –Spencer Tingle 
“Talking with Madame H after school :) Debate meetings 
in the morning. Staying after school until 7 pm to finish 
the newspaper layout for the first issue. Eating lunch with 
friends. The vending machine. ” –Ivy Wang 
“I loved when Bromfield hosted the Drama Festival Pre-
lims and our show, Shipwrecked!, advanced all the way 
to finals, where we competed at a three day competition 
in Boston. We even got to miss two days of school for the 

competition, which was awesome :)” –Bridget Gibbons
Desired legacy....

“Remember me as a hero. Tell my story.” –James Sturtz 
“Someone who was always there when you needed me” 

–Carolina Mello
“That opinionated music movie kid” –Max Vanderwerf
“I just don’t want to spread negativity in an already stress-
ful enough world.” –Bridget Gibbons
“I like to think I helped bring Wii music to the forefront” 

–Spencer Tingle 
Advice for underclassmen...

“Being valedictorian is NOT the only thing that defines 
you as a student.” –Carolina Mello 
“Stay focused, but make sure you have some fun, too!”              

    –Marilia Leme
“Make sure to save everything for the last minute since 
diamonds are made under pressure.” – Spencer Tingle 
“If you want to succeed, you’ll have to face your chal-
lenges with 100% effort. There’s no half-assing anything. 
If you have a question, ask. If you need help, go before 
or after school. Don’t give 50% effort, then blame some-
one or something else when you don’t do as well as you’d 
hoped.” –Anonymous  
“Work SMART first, work HARD second. Prioritizing and 
outsourcing are your two best friends.” – Jack Armstrong

A Strike on Strikes or a Strikeout? Surviving 
School: 
Emergency 
Crisis Response
The Lockdown Procedure

Continued on page 3...
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Class of 2018 by Yingze Wang
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He noted that all the faculty at his NHS hearing seemed 
responsive and sympathetic. “Family comes first,” he told 
them. “I didn’t mean to shirk responsibility.” He assumed 
it would be a non-issue. The faculty council removed him 
the next day for failing to notify Murphy in advance of 
missing the meeting. “The nodding and smiling was all 
for show. Perhaps not collectively, but each had come to 
his or her own decision and it was more of a show than a 
real hearing.” 

Anderson brought the case to Mr. Hoffman but the NHS 
faculty council’s decision was not overturned. Anderson 
admitted that “I don’t envy the tough decision Mr. 
Hoffman had to make. Mr. Hoffman’s hands are bound to 
some extent [after the Spain incident].” He concluded that 
“I think the whole strike system is a bit silly. NHS strikes 
don’t punish the right people. I know there are people who 
are on time with their term hours but don’t care and their 
conduct after school hours is not good and they can stay 
and people like me get punished which is backwards. And 
it stings and is a slap in the face to be cut out two months 
before graduation.”

Lindsey accepted his first strike for failing to turn in his 
Leadership Project Proposal but questioned his second, 
being late to a meeting for having to drive a sibling to 
school, and disagreed with his third, not turning in term 
hours on time. “Both of the days [before the deadline] 
were extremely busy for me with all the various activities 
with my family. Despite all of this, I completed the hours 
sheet and turned it in, but I was a whole half an hour late.” 

He apologized on Google Classroom and received the 
strike in late September of the next school year.

He did not pursue a hearing because, although he 
believed he “would be able to fight my [his] way back into 
NHS” as the Spain incident students had done. “I decided 
to stay separated to show that I had no further desire to be 
a part of this society, despite my mother previously being 
a member and the respect I previously thought it brought.”

“The strike policy seems to make sense from afar, 
but once you look closer, the idiocy arises,” Lindsey 
said, disagreeing with the rule that the same number of 
strikes were given for being late to a meeting as missing 
the meeting altogether. He further criticized the recent 
stringency: “If you were fired for 3 minor errors after over 
a year of being a perfect employee, I’m sure any person 
would find this unreasonable.”

“There is a reason that punctuality isn’t one of the 
main pillars [of NHS],” he concluded. “I believe that 
the Bromfield NHS chapter’s dependence on this 
oversimplified strike policy, rather than celebrating 
students for the work they actually do, shows how far 
from the core values they have truly strayed.”

Murphy, a staunch advocate of the scholarship, 
leadership, service, and character pillars of NHS, 
supported current NHS decisions. In reference to his plans 
to create a group service project for the club next year, he 
said, “there is a lot of value in us working together as a 
club...and it is becoming too much about the number of 
people and all the rules about strikes and getting out.” 
He continued, “I was really taken aback at the number of 
people who accrued even one strike. I just assumed that 
all the kids did all the stuff.”

Regarding time-related strikes, Murphy explained that 
punctuality matters for two reasons. First, it is a taste 
of the real world: “We’re on Bromfield time, not real 
deadline time, and employers don’t let people do whatever 
they want.” Second, it was to promote fairness between 
students who were given an exception and those who 
were not. Murphy pointed out that no strikes were given 
to students who notified him a week in advance that they 
would be late in turning in their forms. “You’re in this 
National Honors Society because you’re supposed to be 
setting a good example, and you turn something in half 
an hour late, that isn’t the kind of leadership that we’re 
expecting.”

He encouraged students who had dismissal proceedings 
to pursue a hearing. He said that “just like the United States 
in general, we have due process. It wouldn’t be fair for me 
to kick kids out without it.” Murphy emphasized that he 
wanted the proceedings to be as fair as possible, giving 
both himself and the student a chance to lay out their case 
and not giving the faculty advance notice because “I want 
everyone there hearing all the same things and judging 
the same case.”

Josh Thurston, math teacher and member of the NHS 
faculty council explained that “we want a bit more 
accountability in NHS. If we say 12:00, we don’t mean 
12:01.” He pushed back against the idea that the faculty 
council made decisions before the hearing, explaining that 
the teachers did not even know the details of the student 
before they came in. “Kids may not think they’re being 
heard,” he said, “but that might be because they’re not 
getting the result that they want. But we definitely listen 
and want to make sure that kids are heard.”

NHS Strikes
continued from page 1

by Hannah Taylor
“Eclectic,” “interesting,” “united,” “accepting,” 

“unique,” and “enthusiastic” are just a few of the many 
words that describe the class of 2019. Members of the 
class of 2019  were invited to complete a survey and 24 
volunteered their thoughts as they transition into their final 
year at Bromfield.

When asked what they enjoy most about their class, stu-
dents responded positively; they believe there is a sense 
of connectedness, kindness, and inclusivity amongst their 
peers. One junior, Madison Edmonds, responded further, 
saying, “I love seeing so many different friend groups in-
teract. I feel like we are all so friendly with one another, 
and I love seeing and talking to so many different people.” 
This being said, a major concern shared by many juniors 
is the loss of this community after graduation. “In almost 
a year, we will all be leaving each other and starting new 
chapters in all of our lives,” Edmonds reflects.

However, despite the difficulty of leaving behind friends 

and classmates for college and beyond, there is still much 
to look forward to in senior year and many hope that they 
will become even closer with their peers during this time. 
There is a growing excitement around Bromfield’s senior 
privileges and traditions, as well as graduation, making 
long-lasting memories with friends, and classes chosen for 
next year.

On the other hand, much stress is associated with enter-
ing twelfth grade. The pressure of the college enrollment 
process- including applications and the possibility of being 
rejected from top (or any, for that matter) schools- is a big 
concern, along with Bromfield’s required senior project. 

Maddie Gamelin 
echoes this concern 
saying, “I’m scared 
for all the big choic-
es and responsibili-
ties that come with 
applying to college, 

senior projects, et cetera.” In addition to the process of 
getting into college, the senior year workload is another 
concern for many. One junior replied anonymously, say-
ing they feel “the competing pressures of Bromfield to be 
competitive and to have a balance.” A few others explain 
how their experience at Bromfield has been “stressful” and 
how the workload is “aggravating” at times, but they be-
lieve that “it will prepare us for college” and is necessary 
for the future. Although the workload can be large and the 
college process difficult, students hope that Bromfield has 
prepared them well for college and, overall, believe that 
their experience here has been a positive one.

Reflecting back upon their years in the school, the ju-
niors were asked to narrow down their experiences to just 
one word: “Fun,” “life changing,” “special,” “education-
al,” “strength-building,” “challenging,” and “awesome.” 

Transitioning into the twelfth grade is a big step and de-
spite college-related concerns, the Class of 2019 is ready 
to make the leap into an exciting final year at Bromfield.

Entering Senior Year: a Spotlight on the Class of 2019

Farewell to Class of 2018
continued from page 1

Advice for underclassmen cont’d...
“It doesn’t feel like it, but your time here is limited; enjoy 
every second. Don’t sweat the college process, what will 
happen will happen.” – Anonymous
“Just do it. There are ups and downs. Ultimately, you’ll 
get through everything. Just enjoy the moment, even if 
that includes late nights, sleep deprivation, and procras-
tination because it also includes laughter with friends, 
group procrastination, finding yourself/discovering your 
core values and what you like doing. EXPLORE –also try 
to sleep though.” –Ivy Wang 
“Don’t leave chemistry labs until the last minute. If you 
do, at least make sure there’s enough instant ramen to get 
you through the all nighter you’re going to have to pull.” 

–Bridget Gibbons
Future plans/goals...

“Aging.” – Michelle Jiang 
“To be a good human being that positively contributes to 
society.” Carolina Mello
“I want to become a doctor so that I can travel the world 
while helping others.” – Marilia Leme
“Ask me again in four years.” –Bridget Gibbons
“Imma be a doc.” –Anonymous
“Hopefully go to grad school and see what happens from 
there.” –Spencer Tingle
“Work in international development. hopefully the World 
Bank, but NGOs are cool too. I just want to be able to earn 
enough money to live (with some luxuries) and support 
my parents, but also to work everyday for something that 
impacts others in a positive way, and to travel (hopefully 
for work) internationally.” –Ivy Wang 
“Keep up with my mortgage bills! haha” –James Sturtz

Ways Bromfield should change...
“Quickly” –Michelle Jiang 
“More diversity!” – Carolina Mello 
“Stop Juuling! Knock it off! Ahhh!” –Spencer Tingle 
“Never change, Brom” –Anonymous
“Focus more on preaching to the group capability rather 
than rewarding individual effort” –Jack Armstrong
“Dividers in between the urinals” –Reilly Fitzsimmons
“I hope Bromfield becomes an inclusive community 
where everyone feels safe and appreciated for who they 
are.” –Marilia Leme
“Stop switching letter days” –J Woolcock
“More commitment to clubs” –Ivy Wang
“More course selection” –Anonymous
“Make it longer so I don’t have to leeeeeaaaaavvvvveeeee” 

–Bridget Gibbons
Miscellaneous…

“Be nice to each other and have fun, kids” 
–Carolina Mello 

“Free food is the best food” –Spencer Tingle 
“In this town and thanks to our parents’ hard work, we 
have access to a lot more opportunities than a lot of other 
people in the country and around the world. We have an 
incredible lunch staff who makes delicious and healthy 
food for us, we have super friendly faculty members who 
are always willing to help with anything as long as you 
reach out. We have a structurally sound building and a 
safe and warm community. I think that sometimes it’s 
easy to forget about this and take it for granted. But I ask 
that later generations at Bromfield take full advantage of 
these privileges to develop and better ourselves and our 
futures. Do it for yourselves, do it for a thirst for learning. 
Do it for your family, your friends, your teachers. Do it 
for those who would have given anything to have what we 
have” –Anonymous



D.C. Gun Control Conference
by Meenu Ramakrishnan

WASHINGTON DC - On April 14, a student-led 
debate was held in the Rayburn House Office Building, 
the congressional office building for the U.S. House of 
Representatives. The event included the opportunity 
to debate on important topics like the overturn of the 
D.C. v Heller Case and the ability to talk to different 
representatives about the issue.

The national conversation seems to only focus on gun 
issues when the news reports yet another school shooting. 
In the past year, WCVB-TV says there has been one school 
shooting per week, yet lawmakers have yet to make any 
decisive action.

One of the main debates at the conference focused on 
the issue of the D.C. v Heller case. This revolutionary case 
said that the Second Amendment protects an individual’s 
right to possess a firearm unconnected to service for lawful 
purposes, like self defense. The defense argued that in the 
event of overturning this case, this would take away basic 
gun rights for gun owners, while the affirmative argued 
that in the event of Heller being overturned, current 
state and federal laws will still allow people easy access 
to guns. By overturning the case, this allows the federal 
system to make comprehensive background checks on 
people buying guns.

There were both extremes present in the conversation. 
First, a speech was made by Dhruv Pai, a student from 
Takoma Park Middle School of Maryland, who argued 
that the second amendment should be repealed. He argued 

that the constitution was drafted to be changed, allowing 
the process for an amendment. A repeal will not create 
a world free from gun violence, but will decrease guns 
in circulation, allowing for less people to die from gun 
violence.

On the other hand, Kevin Cejas, from Christopher 
Columbus High School of New Jersey, argued that more 
guns were the solution to the gun epidemic. Training and 
arming teachers, allows students remain safe in school. By 
imposing any kind of gun regulation, he felt it’s a direct 

threat on his second amendment rights, and could even 
spiral into a world without democracy.

Another student from The Potomac School, talked about 
the relationship between mental health and gun violence. 
She argued that many tend to blame violent shooters on 
mental health, when in fact one of the biggest suffers from 
gun violence are those with mental illnesses. The Centers 

for Disease Control and Prevention reported in 2010 that 
suicides accounted for 61 percent of all firearm fatalities 
in the United States. 

Another speech came from a student that went to school 
20 miles away from where the Parkland, Florida shooting 
occurred. In an emotional voice, he talked about how his 
parents were so happy to see him come home, and how no 
child should ever have to wonder whether they’re safe at 
school. He threw away the idea of arming teachers, saying 
that teachers don’t even get proper funding or pay, and the 
idea of training them like military officers is ridiculous.

Even with the diverse opinions, it was clear all students 
had a passionate opinion on the subject. For many students, 
the only possible move was to take matters into their own 
hands. 

In student-led interviews, when asked about the 
March for Our Lives movement, Elizabeth Warren, the 
Massachusetts senator, says, “This is what democracy 
looks like,” and expressed admiration for the many 
students taking action throughout the United States. She 
talked about how children standing up to the NRA is an 
important step in ending this gun epidemic. 

However, this debate is far from over. Just two days after 
this debate, a 17 year old student at Forest High School 
in Ocala, Florida, was shot in the ankle shortly before 
students were to walk out as part of a national protest 
against gun violence.
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going from location to location to check in with teachers, 
while Mr. Hoffman directly updates the Harvard Police.

With the increase in school crises in the U.S, namely 
shootings, the proper handling of emergency situations 
has received more attention. The Emergency Management 
Handbook for the Harvard school district was created ap-
proximately five years ago by the district emergency crisis 
committee and is found in every classroom. The handbook 
includes procedures for each unique situation, including: 

Surviving School...
continued from page 1

bomb threat, lockdown/unlock procedures, gas leak, fire/
explosion, assault of student or staff, death of student 
or staff, medical emergencies, sexual assault, alcohol or 
drugs, hostage situations, shootings/stabbings, suicide, 
severe weather, strangers/intruders, and several other cat-
egories.

The committee – which consists of administration 
from both the Bromfield School and Hildreth Elementary 
School, as well as the Harvard Police Chief Ed Denmark, 
Fire Chief Rick Sicard, and several other police officers 
– breaks into smaller groups to work on specific parts of 
the handbook. “When it was first being created, certain 
people were assigned certain procedures to work on and 
we’d come back to meet as a whole and talk,” says Nurse 
Colleen Nigzus. For example, the fire/explosion and gas 
leak sections were assigned to the Fire Chief. The science 
teachers also looked over the gas leak procedure. “I was in 
a smaller committee to address accidents/injury/medical 
emergencies,” says Ms. Nigzus, “and the certain staff we 
needed to talk to for certain procedures were all talked to 
before the handbook went into print. It was a whole district 
and town effort.”

Currently, the district crisis committee meets three to 
four times a year “usually for debriefing or changes to 
policy,” reports Ms. Nigzus. “We practice scenarios, dis-
cuss recent incidents or any incidents that have happened 
in towns nearby– such as the Acton-Boxborough suicides 
last year– and how that was handled,” she says. The com-
mittee also met last year to address the several fires at 
Bromfield and suspected student arsonist. The investiga-
tion was then taken over by the Harvard Police and details 
remain confidential. 

The emergency crisis committee is planning to meet 
sometime between this and next year, as Chief Denmark, 
Ms. Nigzus, and Mr. Hoffman all agree, “it is due for an 
update.”

The lockdown procedure in particular has become a 
large  point of discussion in light of recent school shoot-
ings. The procedure was updated when the handbook was 
made, but the first procedure was created 15 years ago 
and relied mainly on code words. One of the main reasons 

for the revisal was to get rid of these code words, as ac-
cording to Mr. Hoffman, Ms. Nigzus, and Chief Denmark, 
they weren’t working. “People– staff members, teachers– 
would forget what code word meant what and it was just 
confusing,” says Mr. Hoffman.

Now the Harvard school district relies on the lockdown 
procedure in response to intruders. Because the police sta-
tion is just a three minute drive away, the Harvard police 
has a very fast response time. That is the unique reason 
as to why the “stay-in-the-room-and-lock-the-door” lock-
down procedure is effective for Harvard schools, says 
Chief Denmark.

He explains that the average shooter response time for 
police is 18 minutes, but the shooting usually lasts 12.5 
minutes. This means that for many cases, the police ar-
rive after most or all the damage has been done   “in that 
scenario, it doesn’t make any sense to stay in the build-
ing.” However, the Harvard Police response time is just 
four minutes or less, meaning that they arrive on the scene 
in time to respond. Thus, the most effective method is to 
have accountability of where everybody is so the officers 
don’t have to worry about separating the shooter from stu-
dents and staff. 

The goal of having everyone staying put is to “provide 
opportunity for accountability and clear hallways for po-
lice response,” says Chief Denmark, “because our first and 
foremost goal is to find the active shooter and stop them.”  

But no matter what, Chief Denmark stresses to students 
that their first goal should be personal safety. If a shoot-
ing or other immediate emergency occurs in the city or at 
a location where the police response time is most likely 
15 minutes or more, he advises: “Get out. Use common 
sense.” 

“If everyone does their best to take care of themselves, 
then as the scene unfolds you can worry about helping 
others. But you have to first make sure you’re safe first,” 
says Chief Denmark. “I know it sometimes sounds selfish 
and we have a tendency to want to help others, but in the 
process when we’re trying to help others, you can end up 
making two people vulnerable instead of one.”

One highly debated solution to school shootings has 
been to arm teachers. In Chief Denmark’s opinion, this is 
not effective. “The first concern I have is that an armed 
teacher is perceived as a threat by the police. And while 
mental health checks and background checks are already 
here in Massachusetts,  training is another problem. Un-
less training is consistent, skills will fade over time.” Chief 
Denmark who has been a police officer for 28 years and 
has participated in annual anti-terrorism training as well 
as SWAT training and is also a certified active shooter in-
structor.

Meanwhile, the current lockdown procedure will con-
tinue to be in effect at both the Bromfield School and Hil-
dreth Elementary school. 

What Now?

“This is what 
democracy looks 
like.”

-Elizabeth 
Warren
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Departing Words from Dr. Downing

by Tiana Jiang
Dr. Susan Downing of the school counseling depart-

ment will be retiring at the end of this school year. As the 
school psychologist, she has been working with students 
at Bromfield for the past 10 years. Working closely with 
other members of the guidance department, she has spent 
most of her time scanning for students that she may be 
concerned about. Whether the student has an illness, faces 
a sudden drop in academic performance, or just broke up 
with their significant other, Dr. Downing does everything 
she can to steer the student back on track. 

Dr. Downing also serves as a last stop for students who 
need help, since there is only one of her and more than 700 

students. She states that “most of the time, things are han-
dled by guidance or the nurse...Occasionally, if students 
really get problematic, then I get involved.” Dr. Down-
ing explains that she is “the person in the school that’s 
the most trained in understanding mental illnesses and 
their impact.” She details the process, beginning at guid-
ance, where the department works together to figure out 
who might know the student the best. Then, they develop 
a good approach to the assisting the student and address-
ing their needs. Finally, they put their plan into action, 
and other counselors get to work while she “steers things” 
from behind the scenes. 

When not keeping a lookout for students who may need 
guidance, Dr. Downing works with students who are on 
special education programs. Many of these students need 
an individualized education because of serious emotional 
disabilities, such as depression or severe anxiety, putting 
them within Dr. Downing’s field of work. She regularly 
meets with these students to discuss their school and social 
lives. 

For the past three years, she has been working to bring 
the Pace program to Bromfield. Made for students who 
miss school because of injuries or illnesses, the Pace pro-
gram helps get students caught up and back on track. She 
explains that injury and illness alone are already stress-
ful enough, and adding schoolwork on top of the equa-
tion could make even it worse. With this program, staff 
members and peers would be able to support the student 
while they transition back to school and recover. However, 
with the recent focus on technology and computers, the 
spotlight has been taken off of mental health and illnesses. 

Currently, Dr. Downing hopes that she can redirect atten-
tion back to the Pace program and put it in effect before 
she retires.

Dr. Downing’s parting words to students are that they 
should “take a step back, and enjoy your youth.” She 
points out that while success in school is very important, 
especially to Bromfield students who are often very deter-
mined and driven, academic achievement is not all there 
is to life. She asks that students enjoy their time out of 
school, whether they spend it playing sports, watching 
television, or with friends and family. 

Though there are many things that she is looking for-
ward to in her retirement, Dr. Downing explains that she 
will miss the students and staff at Bromfield. She fondly 
notes that “it really is a pleasure working with this kind 
of team of people, to try to make a difference in student’s 
lives.” 

However, she says, “I have so many other interests be-
sides being a school psychologist.” She hopes to pursue 
her interest in traveling, hiking, and biking, once she re-
tires from the guidance department this year.

Meanwhile, Ms. Chlapowski, Ms. Reale, Mr. Skrocki, 
Ms. Lamere, and Ms. Schmidt of the school counseling 
department praise Dr. Downing for her boundless dedica-
tion to her job, saying, “We will miss Dr. Downing dearly! 
She is the first one to rearrange her schedule in order to 
keep her students as the number one priority.  Over the 
years she has offered our counseling department resourc-
es, a listening ear and a sense of humor. She has a laugh 
that fills the room and her quick thinking, [and] dedicated 
spirit will be missed by all!”

Culturally Immersing School Trip
by Mackenzie Curtis
Bromfield students enrolled in either French or Span-

ish III had the opportunity to travel to Europe over April 
vacation,  later called “trip of a lifetime,” says sophomore 
Pasha Sahin. The trip influenced the lives of the students 
who chose to take part in such a culturally immersing ad-
venture and “unforgettable experience,” says junior Auro-
ra Abraham, another participant of the trip. By challenging 
us to think critically and engage in the unique environment 
that we were in, our perspectives on life were altered for 
the better. 

I was one of the participants, and could not be more 
grateful for the trip’s opportunities, I (or we) obtained. 
Real meaning and value was acquired through guided tours 
around famous monuments and sites, French and Span-
ish cooking classes, and independently roaming through 
the beautiful town of Avignon and cities of Barcelona 
and Paris. To get around, we utilized our language skills 
and throughout this practice, were exposed to French and 
Spanish cultures. 

Barcelona was particularly interesting for me, having 
a background of Spanish history and its immense archi-
tecture, where we visited Antoni Gaudí’s globally famous 
architectures such as la Sagrada Familia and Park Güell. 
These two sites display Gaudí’s exceptional architectural 
skills of the 1800’s as well as his unique style. After two 
nights in the busy city of Barcelona we arrived in Avignon, 
a town in the beautiful countryside of France. During the 
journey to Avignon we toured the the Citė de Carcassonne, 
a medieval castle built by the Romans and later serving 
as a military base for the country of France. An especial-
ly interesting site we toured during our visit to southern 
France was the Arena of Nîmes. This Roman arena is still 
used to this day for concerts and bullfights. Another site to 
point out is the Pont du Gard, a man-made aqueduct used 

to transport water. Our group even got the chance to walk 
in the dormant aqueduct. “Every day was incredible and 
full of interesting activities, spectacular sights, and deli-
cious food,” says Ms. Hoorneman, one of the trip’s three 
chaperones. 

After two leisure nights in Avignon, our tour group 
crowded onto a train where we would arrive in Paris in just 
two exciting hours. In Paris we visited the Notre-Dame 
Cathedral, which was truly an exquisite experience. The 
architecture and stain-glass windows in the Cathedral are 
part of what makes Notre Dame so breathtaking. We also 
got the chance to tour main tourist attractions; going to the 
top of the Eiffel Tower and biking around the Palace of 
Versailles were the ideal ways to absorb both of the loca-
tions’ beauty.  Junior Sage McFarland says that the trip 
“was an amazing opportunity to experience different cul-
tures, see landmarks, and practice our language skills. I 
enjoyed it a lot and can’t wait to go back to Europe!” 

All students were challenged to communicate using the 
languages we learned in school, and encouraged to bond 
with classmates they would not typically have the chance 
to interact with. Sophomore Romy Hermans says that 
“The trip has changed my life and strengthened friend-
ships with peers who I never usually interact with.”

Not only did we get to bond with Bromfield students, 
we also met other students from around Massachusetts. 
Our group was combined with two other schools: Ursuline 
Academy and Swampscott High School, and we spent a 
lot of time traveling through France and Spain with them. 
From evening dinners and strolls through Barcelona and 
Paris to relaxing afternoons in Versailles, we all had a fun 
experience. Hoorneman happily says,“Our students were 
wonderful and it was so fun to see them enjoying every 
moment!”

I am content with saying that the nine days we spent 

abroad has changed my outlook on the world. On the trip 
we all noticed a variety of differences between Europe-
an and American cultures. For example, because French 
chefs utilize many different ingredients and put a lot of 
time into their dishes; they assumed we would finish ev-
erything on our plates. We found that in some restaurants, 
they would not let us leave without finishing the meal. We 
also saw different health standards; everywhere we looked 
people of all ages would be smoking cigarettes.  Smok-
ing is widely more accepted in Europe than in America, 
which was both disheartening and eye opening. An event 
that was particularly alarming to all of the high schoolers 
we traveled with, was when we got back to the Marriott 
hotel of Paris and saw the glass windows and doors shat-
tered, and spray-painted with French slurs. The citizens of 
Paris were angry with the government and expressed this 
anger in a riot, called a “demonstration” by French civil-
ians. Employees at the hotel informed our group leaders 
that the damage would be fixed immediately and that we 
had nothing to worry about.

Overall, the trip would not have been such an outstand-
ing success without the dedication from the authority fig-
ures we so graciously had to protect us on the way. Our 
tour leaders, chaperones, and security guards ensured 
safety wherever we traveled. Participants of the trip, such 
as sophomore Pasha Sahin, think it’s important to ac-
knowledge the protection we were comforted with from 
the second we arrived to the airport to when we got home, 
leading it to be “such an outstanding and smooth trip.” 

I also want to extend thanks to the great planning orga-
nized by Ms. Townsend, Ms. Hyde, Ms. Hoorneman, and 
the staff of ACIS tour organization, which let the trip be 
such a success.

France and Spain Trip, April 2018

Susan Downing in her office by Tiana Jiang

Nicole Lemieux, Alexandra 
O’Neil, Kiara Munz

Eleanor Franklin, Kiara 
Munz, Madeleine Gamelin 

Kiara Munz, J 
Woolcock, Kira 
Houston, Dana 
Noble, Mad-
eleine Gamelin
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by Shreya Kumar
In response to the voices of many concerned parents, 

the HES Building Committee has proposed plans to build 
a new Hildreth Elementary School. The reasons the plans 
were proposed was to find a solution to a problem that is 
seriously affecting the growth and learning capability of 
the students at our town’s elementary school. 

The proposed plan is to start construction on the field 
next to the school in June of 2019 and end construction in 
February of 2021. The new school would contain multiple 
improvements because, according to a yellow pamphlet 
distributed by the town, the current state of the school “no 
longer supports best-practices in teaching and learning,” 
according to a yellow pamphlet that was distributed to the 
people of Harvard. These improvements include upgrad-
ing the heating system and the electrical system, replace-
ment of the K-wing, and a new roof, among many others. 

Sharlene Cronin, a spokesperson for Yes to HES, which 
is an organization made up of concerned parents and citi-
zens of Harvard, said, “We also know that there have 
been problems at HES with mold since 1994. … There 
were some fundamental flaws with how the building’s 
roof was designed and that has, kind of, triggered a num-
ber of issues that creates a lot of ice damming because … 
it’s got no insulation.” She summed up the bottom line 
for her argument nicely: “There are problems at HES. We 
have to fix them.” 

Some residents preferred that if so many renovations 
are to be made, the town should build an entirely new 
school. Others objected because of the 11% tax increase 
that will result from financing the project. The project is 

estimated to cost about $53 million, supplemented with 
the MSBA grant totaling $18.7 million. The MSBA is a 
quasi-independent government authority created to re-
form the process of funding capital improvement proj-
ects. This leaves the cost to the town at $34.8 million. 
Since Harvard does not have much commercial activity 
at all, this cost lies on the taxpayers’ shoulders. The es-
timated tax increase for fiscal year 2021 is 11%. Using 
the median taxpayer’s annual bill, this means that each 
household will have to pay approximately $1000 more in 
taxes annually to finance this project. 

Mr. Balasubramanian Ramakrishnan, a resident and 
parent in Harvard, explained that “the cost is too much 
for a town of our size, especially given the fact that we do 
not like commercial projects or building out new hous-
ing. I feel that the project should have just taken on the 
minimum costs for essential repairs to conform to code. 
I feel that the principle of sticking to what one can afford 
has not been considered.” 

Organizations like Yes to HES argue that the new 
school is a good idea. They think that there are enough 
problems with the current school to warrant building an 
entirely new one. It will ensure the safety of the school 
for future students. These people argue that the damage is 
too great to be properly dealt with in a renovation. Some 
of the renovations cannot be done cleanly and may re-
veal even more problems, so the new school would be the 
most cost-effective solution. 

Jen Manell, a spokesperson for Yes to HES, pointed to 
multiple structural deficiencies, including, “...envelope, 
which is the walls of the building and the roof together 
and even if you put a new roof on HES, because of how 
the walls have been made … you still need to have new 
roofs put on in the future, and they looked at how much it 
would cost to fix the envelope, and it was so astronomical 
they don’t even have it in any plans besides just build a 
new school.”

Overall, the reasons the plans were proposed was to 
find a solution to a problem that is seriously affecting 
the growth and learning capability of the students at our 
town’s elementary school. Two votes were held - one in 
the town hall and one as a town election. On May 8 of this 
year, our town voted Yes to the ballot initiative - a new 
school is going to be built. 

A Look at HES 
by Tom Khuu

Bromfield Model United Nations presented the 6th an-
nual Lip Sync competition on Friday, May 4th in the 
Cronin Auditorium. Juniors Jack Donaldson, Charlie 
Bardenheuer, and Jake Catalina touched the audience’s 
hearts with a performance of a Sspanish love song, 
Por Ti Volare, and. Judges Jennifer Fraser, Christopher 
Jones, Emily Verrochi, and Kristin McManus awarded 
them with the first place title. 
EmceesHosts senior Leo Farrell and senior Missy 
Sturtz began the night by introducing the HUC ultimate 
frisbee team and their performance.
An act illustrating the “Evolution of Rihanna”, per-
formed by the senior girls, finished in second place. Not 
far behind them was an act by the senior boys, which 
placed third on the podium.
 The language departmentspanish/french ri-
valry was brought to the dance floor, as both classes 
put together acts based on a songs in their correspond-
ing languages. Judge Fraser jumped on stage to join the 
spanish performance, causing a conflict of interest and 
preventing the act from reaching the top three. Even so, 
the spanish class came out on top, receiving an hon-
orable mention from the judges. There is always next 
year, franceses.
 In addition to the judged acts, the audience 
was treated with performances by unjudged groups. 
Michael Poe broke out the Worm during his solo dance 
routine, and other staff and faculty members-- includ-
ing a confused Scott Hoffman-- performed a well-
choreographed routine of their own. The Model United 
Nations officers put on a show of their own to end the 
night, but the senior officers had one more message to 
share. They created a farewell tribute to Bryce Mattie-
Brown, their MUN advisor. The seniors took the op-
portunity to thank her for not only being an advisor 
throughout high school, but a friend as well.
 The 2018 Lip Sync was heartwarming, laugh-
ter-inducing, and entertaining all at once. Be sure to at-
tend the show in 2019 to see what next year’s contes-
tants have in store.

Lip Sync
Both Sides of the Story A Night Full of Entertainment

Computer generated new building design.

Le Pont du Gard
Eiffel Tower

France and Spain
continued from page 4

Nicole Lemieux, Alexandra O’Neil, Allison Milliken, Elena Franklin
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Green Team Withdraws the Straws
by Felicia Jamba

Throughout this school year, the Green Team has made 
many changes to our school. Recent projects include en-
couraging reusable straws, water bottles, and composting. 
The team is led by students Kiara Munz, Daisy Benson, 
Leila Grant, Madison Edmunds, Rachael Wu, as well as 
teacher advisors Mr. Clarke and Ms. Mattie-Brown. They 
strive to make our school more environmentally friendly 
every Tuesday morning in Ms. Mattie-Brown’s room. 

The Bromfield Green Team started in 2012 by former 
Bromfield students in their sophomore year, Emma Sul-
livan and Evelyn MacMahon. Emma Sullivan explained, 
“Evelyn MacMahon and I got motivated in Ms. Mat-
tie’s World Geo class when she gave a lecture on climate 
change.” She had been looking at an interactive map 
showing the world’s population and felt that she needed to 
bring awareness to the rate and  scale of global warming. 

Sullivan says, “The Green Team was still relatively 
young when I graduated (2014), and I had been the only 
president, so I wasn’t sure if it would disappear. I’m in-
credibly impressed that it’s managed to not only remain 
strong, but to have tangible successes - mainly compost-
ing.” In college, she still continues an education in climate 
change and environmentalism. Although she no longer at-

tends Bromfield, she left a big influence on the school by 
starting the Green Team.

The Team has a lot going on, ranging from a recent 
request from the Harvard Energy Advisory Committee 
(HEAC) to try and reduce the energy consumption of the 
town, to their straw and water bottle initiatives. 

According to the National Park Service, the U.S. uses 
500 million plastic straws daily. These straws are made of 
plastic, which is a non-biodegradable material, and will 
likely end up in the ocean and other habitats. Plastic in the 
ocean is projected to outweigh fish in the ocean by 2050. 
Once marine life ingests plastic, they have a 50% mortal-
ity rate. 

Chef Paul expressed concern about using disposable 
plastic straws and how as a school, we throw them away 
every day. He asked the Green Team to help limit this 
waste. Their first ideas were to switch from plastic straws 
to paper or metal straws. However, compostable straws 
were costly and hard metal could be a hazard. 

On May 17th, about 700 durable and reusable plastic 
straws were given out during lunches. The idea was that 
handing out free reusable straws would give students who 
truly care about the use of straws a chance to keep using 
them. After use in school, these straws should be brought 

home, washed in the dishwasher, and brought back to 
school for the next lunch. Although the straws may help 
environmentally, some students are against this change. 

A 9th grade student who wishes to remain anonymous 
says, “I understand this will help the environment but I 
think this just creates an inconvenience for students...We 
had no say in this at all.” The next Green Team meeting 
was opened for students to discuss the topic if they had 
concerns. This change was just one of the Bromfield Green 
Team’s many projects that make our school a “greener” 
place. 

The team is also fundraising to fix the broken water 
fountain near Dr. Vanderveen’s room by selling water 
bottles. The team hopes that by fixing the fountain, stu-
dents will have more convenient access to water and that 
the reusable water bottles will decrease plastic bottle use. 
According to National Geographic, Americans buy more 
bottled water than any other nation in the world. In or-
der to make all these bottles, manufacturers use 17 mil-
lion barrels of crude oil. To support a new fountain and a 
“greener” school, reusable water bottles are being sold at 
lunches at $12 each. 

“We won’t be able to raise the entire cost of the fountain 
but we’re hoping that if we raise some of the money, it 
will encourage administration to fix it,” 10th grade Green 
Team member, Rachel Shrives says. Students can talk to 
teacher advisors Mr. Clarke (Room 336) or Ms. Mattie-
Brown (Room 293) or any Green Team member to buy a 
water bottle and support the new fountain.

The Green Team has made substantial progress from its 
starting point. This year, they took on many projects such 
as, fundraising for a new water bubbler, and putting reus-
able straws, and composting in effect. The Team believes 
that raising environmental awareness in our town is an 
important job and have work hard in carrying this weight. 

If you would like to assist in creating ‘greener’ school, 
join the Green Team and their meetings on Tuesday morn-
ings in Ms. Mattie-Brown’s room or partake in the projects 
such as composting during lunches, and buying and using 
a Bromfield reusable water bottle.

Seal of Biliteracy
by Mackenzie Curtis

The Seal of Biliteracy, a nationally recognized award 
determining proficiency in a second language, was 
awarded to students who took and placed well on exams 
during the week of March 14th at Bromfield. Students 
were tested on their abilities to interpret, comprehend, 
and respond, both verbally and in writing, to passages 
and speaking excerpts. (The Bromfield School Guidelines 
& Information 2017-2018) 
The program was put together by Jennifer Fraser, World 

Language Department leader. The department described 
it as something that they “have high hopes of continuing 
for many years to come.” 
The test’s difficulty adjusts to the student’s level of 

knowledge as the student progresses, with each answer 
given determining the student’s proficiency level, ap-
plicants could receive a Silver, Gold, or Platinum Seal 
depending on how accurate their responses were. 
Students were able to take tests in not only the two 

languages offered at the school, French and Spanish, but 
also languages they knew outside the classroom. The fol-
lowing Spanish, French, and Chinese students obtained 
the Seal of Biliteracy scores below:

Spanish
Silver Seal Awardees: Jack Armstrong, Daisy Benson, 

Emily Brown, MacKenzie Curtis, Chloe Cushing, Patrick 
Flanagan, Leila Grant, Maryana Jeon, Patrick Kieran, 
Hayley Minar, Sarah Moore, Dana Noble, Alexandra 
O’Neil, Isabel Rojas, Ethan Shipman, Ben Strazadus, 
Christopher Thornton, J Woolcock
Gold Seal Awardees: Jennifer Andrews, Jessica An-

drews, Charles Bardenheurer, Izzi Barton, Benjamin 
Buchovecky, Jake Catalina, Jack Donaldson, Sasha Fra-
ser, Greer Jarvis, Nikhil Kommenini, Andrew Loveluck, 
Cameron Pappas, Arielle Sclar, Rory VanDorpe, Kather-
ine Worden, Kevin Yu
Platinum Seal Awardees: Felicia Deng,Chloe Fitzgib-

bons, Julia Foley, Andrew Hill, Kira Houston, Michelle 

Jiang, Marcela Leme, Marilia Leme, Kate Selig, Taylor 
Tracey, Elizabeth Xiu

French
Silver Seal Awardees: Safiya Ali, Kaia Bishop, Phoebe 

Clark, Vivien Fair, Bridget Gibbons,
Yohhan Kumarasignhe, Patrick Stoffel, Hannah Taylor
Gold Seal Awardees: Felicia DiPietro, Chloe Fitzgib-

bons, Angela Hu, Rebecca Li, J Woolcock
Platinum Seal Awardee: Anya Bégué

Mandarin
Gold Seal Awardee: Angela Hu
A message from the World Language Department: “The 

World Language Department is very proud of all of the 
students who participated in the pilot this year and we 
hope that even more students will apply next year.  We 
hope that the students are also proud of their results and 
we look forward to all working together in the coming 
years to further everyone’s proficiency.”

Green team hands out reusable straws by Felicia Jamba

A Deserving Recognition for Bromfield’s Linguistic Masters  

Finding the Trojan Horse
See the Trojan horse to the right? There’s a smaller version hidden somewhere in this newspaper 
(in an article, on a photo, etc.). If you are one of the first four people to find it and send a picture 
of it to thebromfieldmirror@gmail.com, you will receive a candy prize! This game will be part of 
each issue!

Instructions: 
1.  Find the Trojan horse
2.  Email thebromfieldmirror@gmail.com a photo of the Trojan 
     horse or a description of its location 
  a.  Use “Hidden Mascot” for the subject line 

                      b.  Tell us your homeroom in the body of the email
                      c.   Include allergy information, if relevant 

Drawn by Felicia Deng
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Nutrition is a major yet overlooked problem especially 
in the US.  A large part of the population runs along with 
temporary health fads and lifestyles, while few actually 
know the underworkings of what really fuels the human 
body. 

According to Susan Krebs-Smith from the National 
Cancer Institute, “The majority of the US population did 
not meet recommendations for all of the nutrient-rich food 
groups, except total grains and meat and beans...overcon-

sumption of energy from solid fats, added sugars, and 
alcoholic beverages (“empty calories”) was ubiquitous. 
Over 80% of persons age over 71 and over 90% of all 
other sex-age groups had intakes of empty calories that 
exceeded the discretionary calorie allowances”. In plain 
English, this means that the majority of the US population 
does not currently eat in a way that is recommended or 
healthful. 

In addition, one misconception that many hold lies in 
the effectiveness of dieting. In fact, when restricting calor-
ic intake, overall levels of leptin, peptide YY, and insulin 
decreased and overall levels of ghrelin increase, accord-

ing to a study done by Priya Sumithran and their team on 
by the long-term persistence of hormonal adaptations to 
weight loss. This essentially means that appetite increases 
when restricting caloric intake and decreases the feeling 
of satiety after eating, which can lead to additional weight 
gain. 

This year, Katelyn Russell taught Bromfield’s first Ad-
vanced Nutrition class this year which touched on all of 
these issues and more. She holds a Bachelor’s and Mas-
ter’s degree from UMass Amherst in Nutrition Science 
and worked as a research science in the University of Flor-
ida with a focus in vitamin B6 and intuitive eating. We sat 
down with her to ask a couple of questions about nutrition.

What did this year’s Advanced Nutrition course 
cover?

“Energy balance, sports nutrition, glycemic index and 
load, creating a healthful diet, dietary guidelines, re-
search...we even covered politics to some degree,” she 

said, explaining that she wanted to focus on “a broad un-
derstanding of nutrition, scientifically, and also of how in-
terdisciplinary it is the field was.”

How do you eat healthy?
“Nutrient density.” Ms. Russell replied immediately. 

“Fruits and vegetables, whole grains, lean proteins...80% 
of the time, focus on eating nutrient dense foods...When 
you start eating that way, you’re crowding out the pro-
cessed, sugary foods.” She quoted author Michael Pollan, 
“Eat food not too much, mostly plants...I love that because 
it’s short and simple and really hits the heart of it.”

What’s one myth about nutrition?
“One that I’m hearing because of Tom Brady is that 

nightshade vegetables are bad for you,” she replied. Egg-
plants, tomatoes, bell peppers and potatoes are some ex-
amples. “People say they can cause inflammation…” 
Ms. Russell said and continued to explain that she hasn’t 
yet seen any data on it. “There [have been some] stud-
ies that look at different foods” involved “with arthritis 
and inflammation but they typically show that eating more 
nutrient dense foods, which includes vegetables, lowers 
inflammation…I’m not sold on that, at all…” she said.  

“I think this is an example of a “one size fits all ap-
proach to eating.” She explained we can get into a “all 
or nothing” mindset “when it’s a lot more complex and 
multilayer…. I think we’re heading towards personalized 
nutrition, because it can be different for everybody...”

Are fats and carbs bad for you?
“No they’re fuel for your cells,” she emphasized. 

“They’re not fattening, they are foods that your body 
needs in order to function properly.”

What about calories?
“No, no, no,” she repeated. “I have never seen [counting 

calories] end well...Eat when you’re hungry, stop when 
you’re full.” 

A Need For Nutrition

Advice for incoming freshmen
~ “No man is a fail-
ure who has friends.” 
-It’s a Wonderful Life 
(1946)
As middle school wears 
away, your friendships 
will change. You will 
find others. Be kind to 
everyone and the dis-
tance will be bearable. 
Pay attention to the 
people who make you 
feel included.
~ Don’t worry about 

college. It’ll only stress you out. Focus on self-improve-
ment instead. 
~ Don’t rain on someone else’s parade. Making fun of 
someone else’s interests will never make you the right 
kind of friends. The world does not need more negativity. 
~ One mistake does not a pattern make; just because 
your plan didn’t work 20% of the time doesn’t mean you 
have to throw out the other 80%.
~ Birds of a feather flock together. Be kind to others and 
kind people will be drawn to you.
~ High school is a sampling platter, not a career choice. 
Learn as much as you can about as many things as you can 
in the short time that you have. This is why you have to 
learn algebra, even when it seems pointless. You may 
not need it ever again in your life, but the future software 
engineer will. 

~ Learn from experience. Most advice doesn’t resonate 
until it’s too late.

Advice for incoming sophomores
~ “You can only hold grand ambitions above your shoul-
ders for so long before you get tired.” -17776 
You are far more likely to fall short of your own expecta-

tions than to surpass them. This is not cynical. This means 
you should dream big.
~ Study when you need to. Intelligence includes knowing 
when you need to put in extra work.
~ “If you must err, do so on the side of audacity.” -Sue 
Monk Kidd. Take risks now, while people will still ex-
cuse your mistakes because you’re a kid. It’ll give you 
invaluable experience for when they won’t.
~ Your teachers are human, too. Get to know them as 
people and school will become more bearable.
~ Don’t be afraid to walk away from people who make 
you feel bad, even if you can’t pinpoint why. Always be 
kind to them in the process.
~ “Shallow sorrows and shallow loves live on.” -Oscar 
Wilde. Don’t be afraid to have many acquaintances. Noth-
ing builds a friendship better than time and kindness.

Advice for incoming juniors
~ “There’s more to life than increasing the speed.” -Gan-
dhi
Health looks different for everyone; take breaks when 
you need to.
~ Boredom can be just as dangerous as burnout; don’t 
be afraid to challenge yourself. 
~ Never underestimate the power of journaling, or any-
thing that must be repeated to have an effect. This includes 
yoga, studying, exercise, and healthy eating. 
~ A healthy life demands balance. Do not favor one ac-
tivity, friend group, relationship, or subject at the cost of 
the others. 
~ Open-mindedness means having the courage to ad-
mit you may be wrong. It’s harder than you may think. 
~ The prettiest beetles are often poisonous. Signs of a 
bad relationship often present themselves in other areas. 

Pay attention to your mental health.
~ Be honest with yourself and with others. Aim for 
excellence but find satisfaction in adequacy. 

Advice for incoming seniors
~ “We’re too young to realize that certain things are 
impossible, so we do them anyway.” -Amazing Grace 
(2006)
Believe that you can do impossible things.
~ Be gracious in your defeats. Allow yourself to be 
wrong. 
~ Don’t leave high school on a bad note with anyone. 
Take time to mend your relationships, and know 
that it will take time. 

~ You always have more to learn. Never forget the val-
ue of humility. If someone thinks that everyone else is 
wrong, they aren’t listening closely. 
~ You will get into college, I promise. Know your 
strengths. 
~ It’s never too late to try something new. 
~ “Comparison is the thief of joy.” -Teddy Roosevelt. I’m 
serious. Compare yourself only to your own past achieve-
ment. The people you envy are jealous of you for some-
thing, too.

Advice for outgoing seniors
~ “What her conscience had decided for her while her 
mind was unbiased ought not to be overruled.” -Thomas 
Hardy
Stick to the boundaries you set when your mind was clear. 
Know what makes an unclear mind. 
~ “Climb every mountain, ford every stream, follow every 
rainbow, till you find your dream.” -The Sound of Mu-
sic. Work on finding your passion, and don’t make fun of 
people who think they’ve found theirs. 
~ Sometimes paying attention means setting aside time 
to reflect. Don’t trust that everything will occur to you 
when you need it to.
~ “Whenever you feel like criticizing any one, just re-
member that all the people in this world haven’t had the 
advantages that you’ve had.” -F. Scott Fitzgerald. Give 
others the benefit of the doubt. Never assume you know 
the whole story

An Advice Column from a Departing Senior

A Look at High School Nutrition and a Q&A With Ms. Russell

“We’re too young to 
realize that certain 
things are impos-
sible, so we do them 
anyway.”

-Amazing Grace 
(2006)

“No man is a 
failure who has 
friends.”
-It’s A Wonderful 

Life (1946)
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This Year’s Celebration Theme: Carnival
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Girls’ Tennis
by  Vivien Jamba
The Bromfield girls tennis team gathered together on 

Monday, May 21st for a match against West Boylston. 
This was an important day for many of the players; it was 
Senior Day, the last match before the senior’s graduation. 
Artsy posters hung on the court fencing, displaying each 
of their names, Sarah Moore, Abby Zajac and Lily Shaw. 
All games were won in both matches:

Match #1
1st Singles:  Sarah Moore             8-4
2nd Singles:      Abby Zajac                                       8-1
3rd Singles:   Lilly Shaw                        8-3
1st Doubles:     Alex O’Neil & Olivia Noyes   8-0
2nd Doubles:    Maria Mykhaylyk & Holly Fisher 8-2

Match #2
1st Singles:   Leimalia Tratnyek       8-0
2nd Singles:     Sarah Moore                             8-0
3rd Singles:      Abby Zajac                                           8-0
1st Doubles:     Olivia Noyes & Holly Fisher    8-0
2nd Doubles:    Lucy Bodtman & Charlotte Foley 8-4

This victory was not surprising because the team has 
had a strong season overall. Coach Chris Holmes, who 
has been coaching girls tennis for more than twelve years, 
says that “the goal is usually to get to the playoffs. We 
have a little more competition this year that we usually 
do.” However, Bromfield won the usually competitive 
match against Littleton, and continued to have a great sea-
son, indeed making it to the playoffs.

One thing that is unique about the girls tennis team this 
year is that it’s “weighted to the younger girls” as Coach 
Holmes describes it. Middle schoolers make up a large 
portion of the team: two seventh graders and, four eighth 
graders. There’s only three sophomores and only one ju-
nior, which Coach Holmes pointed out as “unusual.” Nev-
ertheless, even with an age gap between players, the court 
is always filled with positive energy every game. “We’re 
a family,” eighth grader Sophia Zhou said. However, ac-
cording to eighth grader Grace Glazier, playing against 
high-schoolers from different schools is “a little scary 
and intimidating.” Coach Holmes stresses that no matter 
who is on the court, the players should always remember 
“keeping balls in play wins.”

Sports Roundup
 A Victory to End On

by Jackie Walker
When the Bare Hill Rowing Association (BHRA) was 

first established 25 years ago, it was known as Brom-
field Rowing, founded by Ann Taylor, Mark Lyvers, and 
Tony Cave. Ten years after Bromfield Rowing began, it 
morphed into the BHRA, allowing Acton and Boxborough 
students to register and participate in the rowing associa-
tion as well. This resulted in making the club even larger 
and inspiring more students to row every year. 

Mark Lyvers, who is currently the coach for the entire 
eighth-grade rowing team, said that Ann Taylor envisioned 
a future for rowing at the Town of Harvard 25 years ago. 
Without a strong rowing community already established in 
Harvard, creating a team from scratch was a challenging 
journey. Lyvers said, “Ann knew that organizing a rowing 
program at Bromfield would encounter a number of high 
hurdles.” However, this led Taylor to seek out Lyvers, a 
former collegiate coach. Later on, she met Tony Cave, a 
sculler on the Bare Hill Pond. Lyvers, and Cave agreed to 
volunteer and help shape Bromfield Rowing. 

Lyvers mentioned that in the beginning, their first hurdle 
was to find money, support, and something that the stu-
dents could row in. As a way to accomplish the first task, 
Lyvers said, “The group formed an organization, raised 
funds, started to look for used equipment and began plan-
ning how to organize a rowing team.” During their first 
Spring season, the organization purchased used oars from 
Tabor Academy, received two fours plus coxswain, (scull-
ing boats that seat four rowers plus a coxswain) donated 
from the Groton School, as well as spare boat parts from 
Northeastern University. They were able to rehab the boats 
with fiberglass; as Lyvers put it, they “spent some money 
on [the boats] that winter and put...fiberglass hulls on the 

spring regattas such as the Harvard Henley and the Bare 
Hill Regatta which started in roughly the same year. Both 
regattas are still held today.

In 2003, Bromfield Rowing became the BHRA, and in 
2009, Holly Hatton, who had coached rowing for the U.S. 
Olympic team in 1988 and 1992, became the current Pro-
gram Director.

This season alone, Hatton says that she and the varsity 
girls had big expectations for this year, as they have had  
every year. This week, she was “busy with the qualifying 
regatta in Worcester.” The races in Worcester would deter-
mine whether or not varsity would be able to participate in 
the National Championships, which are to be held on Gold 
River, California. 

On May 19, 2018, five of the varsity boats made it to 
finals that were going to be held the very next day. The var-
sity four ended up in sixth place, plus the lightweight four 
and the pair in seventh. Hatton also says, “On a national 
scale that was a great effort, but from our own perspective, 
the girls really wanted to make the top three and head to 
nationals.” The team is going to “regroup and look at our 
last race of the season, which is the Mass Public States 
Regatta.” Hatton’s plan was to get up to speed again and 
head to states.

This spring season was unlike many others- many rac-
es were cancelled due to inclement weather. Despite the 
weather, the Bromfield Acton Boxborough (BAB) rowing 
team still managed to rock this season from Saratoga to the 
Massachusetts Public School Rowing Association (MP-
SRA) regatta. 

outside of them. So, they became pretty heavy, but they 
were pretty ship-worthy.” The weight of the boat affected 
the amount of drift and therefore how the students rowed. 
Not only that, but the students also carried the boats from 
the storage rack in the Maintenance Bay to the pond before 
practice and back to the school after. However, they later 
invested in a dolly to make the transportation a bit easier.

In the spring of 1993 - the team’s first season - a meager 
handful of 15 students had registered. At first, the lessons 
were solely in the spring, but a few years later, Lyvers 
and Taylor decided to add fall rowing into the program 
because they intended to race in the Head of the Charles. 
The Head of the Charles is a regatta that was established 
in 1965 and attracts athletes of any level from novice to 
Olympic. Although the crew did not make it, they enjoyed 

by Ivy Wang
Girls’ Track

League record: 2–2; third in Mid Wach D league
Overall record: 4–2
Won the division meet and placed second at the all state 

meet.
Boys’ Track

League record: 1–2; third in Mid Wach D league
Overall record: 2–2–1

Softball
League record: 0–8; last in Mid Wach D league
Overall record: 2–17

Baseball
League record: 5–3; second in Mid Wach D league
Overall record: 11–9

From Coach Lonnie Quirion:
“The boys baseball team finished 2nd in the Mid Wach 

D league and we will find out on Tuesday about playoff 
seeding.  We don’t know our first round opponent yet but 
the game will most likely be on Thursday, June 5th, or Sat-
urday, June 7th.

We’ve had some good individual seasons.  Alex Magan 
has the highest team batting average at .413 and Drew 
Femino has also had an excellent offensive season, batting 
.373.  Our top two pitchers have been Rory Van Dorpe and 
Jackson Harrigan. Jackson has a team best 1.73 ERA and 
leads the team with 56 strikeouts.  Rory leads the team in 
wins with 4 and has a 2.71 ERA in a team-leading 49 in-
nings pitched.

We had our team banquet last Thursday and Rory was 
named team MVP, Drew was named the team’s Unsung 
Hero, and Jake Elliot won the Most Improved award.”

Girls’ Lacrosse
League record: 6–4; second in Mid Wach A league
Overall record: 13–6 

From Coach David Planchet:
“The girls finished 2nd place in the Mid Wach A league 

and most schools are on average 3.5 times bigger than 
Bromfield which is a great achievement in itself because 
we finished in last place in our inaugural season in Mid 
Wach A. 

Several individual achievements include:
Izzy Planchet (Freshman) and Courtney Route (Junior) 

both achieved their 100th career goal
Chandler Farley (Senior) and Courtney Route achieved 

career 100 points
Emily Podgorni (Senior) recorded her 400th save

Looking ahead to the playoffs, we should earn the Cen-
tral/West D2 1st or 2nd seed and should make a deep run 
in the playoffs with goals of winning the District Champi-
onship and making the state semis and finals.  Reflecting 
back on the regular season we really developed as a team 
relying on strong senior leadership, experience at both the 
defense and attack position that help develop our young 
talent.  Looking to ahead to the future (next year) we will 
return an experienced talented core of players that we will 
count on for even bigger things next year.

Boys’ Lacrosse
League record: 8–2, second in Mid Wach C league
Overall record: 12–6

Girls’ Tennis
League record: 8–0; first in Mid Wach D league
Overall record: 15–4 

From Coach Chris Holmes:
“The girls have had another successful season. We are 

again league champions (Mid-Wach D) going undefeated 
in the league. We will be playing in the districts next week 
but to date our seeding and opponent/draw are unknown.  
As is the case each year our quest will be to go as far as we 
can in the districts.  We have made it to the district semi-
finals the past two years.  Perhaps this year, with some 
luck and good play, we can go a step or two further.

Freshman Leimalia Tratnyek has done a great job for us 
this Spring assuming the #1 position with Lisa Jorgensen’s 
graduation last year.  She is 14–3 in that position to date.  
Senior captain Sarah Moore has also been a strong point 
for the team at the #2 position.  Her record to date is 15–3.  
At third singles senior Abby Zajac has been a nice surprise 
in her first year as a full time player.  She has only been 
beaten once this season with her overall record standing 
at 12–1.   Finally first doubles players junior Alex O’Neil 
and sophomore Olivia Noyes have joined forces this year 
and formed a very strong tandem.  They have been domi-
nant against most of their opponents and have been com-
petitive against every opponent so far this Spring.

The team has a lot of new players, and a lot of young 
players, this season with two seventh graders, including 
Holly Fisher who has been in the starting line-up at second 
doubles since the onset of the season, and five eighth grad-
ers so the future looks good moving forward.”

Boys’ tennis
League record: 5–3; third in Mid Wach C league
Overall record: 8–7
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The Course of New Courses
by Angela Hu & Rebecca Li

The 2018-2019 school year will see an abundance of new 
courses added to Bromfield’s high school curriculum. This 
follows a trend over the past five years of diversifying the 
program of studies, including the development of the en-
tire wellness curriculum and electives such as Art of Be-
ing. 
The Science department offered a new Sustainability 

of Earth’s Ecology course, and rebranded its computer 
technology classes as “Python” and “Java.” According to 
Keith Lavigne, computer science and physics teacher, “We 
hope that the new titles and descriptions help Bromfield 
students be aware of the opportunities that studying com-
puter science make available to them.”
The Social Studies department introduced Holocaust and 

Human Behavior, Advanced Placement (AP) U.S. Gov-
ernment & Politics, and U.S. Pop Culture. “20th Century” 
has been retitled “Modern American History” to better re-
flect the scope of the curriculum, which expands beyond 
the previously titular name. The department expects to of-
fer AP Human Geography as an alternate course during the 
2019-2020 school year. 
The World Language department offered American Sign 

Language I (ASL). Current Spanish teacher, Michael Poe, 
is the projected teacher, and says he was interested in in-
troducing the course because he thinks “it’s very important 
to the culture of the US to integrate this language into the 
curriculum of Bromfield, so students can become more 
aware of their own country, and this important culture that 
is not very widely known in the hearing community.”

As part of the curriculum, he hopes to “integrate a couple 
of field trips to see a Sign Interpreted play or musical in the 
area, and to visit the Learning Center for the Deaf in Fram-
ingham” - where he was a student - and ultimately wants 
his students to come away with “confidence in their ability 
to communicate...as well as an understanding of the Deaf 
culture in the USA and how they can support Deaf culture. 
Although the scheduling process is ongoing, administra-

tion has tentatively confirmed that American Sign Lan-
guage I will run next year, as well as the Social Studies 
departments’ AP U.S. Government & Politics and U.S. 
Pop Culture. 
The head of the Social Studies department, Kathleen 

Doherty, commends the recent proposed courses as a rem-
edy to historical student complaints about the lack of elec-
tives in Bromfield’s curriculum, and hopes students will be 
able to tailor their schedule to their interests. 
In addition to being an opportunity for students, Ms. 

Doherty finds that developing new courses has been a 
way of “really looking to the passions and interests of the 
teachers.” She highlights the new Pop Culture class, slated 
to be co-taught by social studies teachers Kristen McMa-
nus and Matt Lynde. 
The program of studies states that the goal of the class 

is to “define pop culture by exploring attitudes, ideas, and 
perspectives that embody it.” The plan is for Ms. McMa-
nus – who wrote part of her thesis on food history – to 
teach a term on how food reflects American society in ar-
eas such as race, socio-economics and industrialization, 
and Mr. Lynde – who was previously the athletic director 

at the Sizer School - to teach a term on the intersection of 
sports, American history, culture, and politics.
If everything goes well in the 2018-2019 school year, Ms. 

Doherty mentions that the department believes “the fol-
lowing year, it could be that we have a different set of top-
ics, so a student could theoretically take the seminar-style 
class, and that we could rotate them.” 
She realizes the scheduling challenges this could pose, as 

“it’s really difficult for guidance to schedule the two teach-
ers at the same time.” 
However, that’s not the only conflict that has arisen from 

the new courses. Ms. Doherty expresses concern over the 
new AP courses, as she says “for many, many students, it’s 
about taking classes that have an AP designation because 
it looks good on your college transcript.” 
Ms. Doherty acknowledges that additional courses can 

bridge a division between passion and  prestige and says 
that “by offering more choices in social studies, hopefully 
we can meet a need that I wish wasn’t there.” 
However, she worries there will be “kids who wanna 

take all of [the AP courses]” and hopes to discourage that 
course of action by only offering some classes every other 
year. 
Whether her predictions will come to pass remains to be 

seen, as student interest continues to shift the tide of of-
fered courses.
For more information on the newly offered courses, 

please reference the program of studies or ask a guidance 
counselor. 

Teaching What it Takes to be a Good Citizen
by Kate Selig

To prepare for my least favorite day of the year, I, aged 
nine or 10, would pack all the essentials into an Idlewild 
reusable shopping bag - friendship bracelet materials, 
books, snacks, and layers in case it got cold. My family 
would trundle down to the town hall, park ourselves in 
the right zone on the Bromfield gym bleachers, and settle 
in for the long haul while “The Adults” debated the hot 
button issues. Of course, this was far from exhilarating for 
me at the time. There were only two things that possibly 
salvaged the event for me: begging my parents to stand 
up and talk in front of the town (and get on Harvard cable 
TV!), and sneaking out to get more free dark Hershey’s 
chocolate from one of the bowls outside on a real estate 
booth. Near the end of the ordeal that the town meeting 
became, the chocolate (and my supply of books) would 
run out and my parents would have to cut their losses and 
take us all home.
These meetings, although I didn’t realize it at the time, 

were my first view of civics in action and they shaped my 
views on how democracy should work today. Civics, an 
extremely valuable set of lessons to learn, is embarrass-
ingly under taught in schools today - including Bromfield.
Although civics is defined by the Merriam Webster dic-

tionary as “the study of the rights and duties of citizens 
and of how government works”, it isn’t entirely bound to 
politics. The word civic derives from the Latin word civis, 
meaning citizen, and this relates to its true purpose. Civics 

was created to inform the people of what it means to be 
a good citizen, ranging from the philosophical roots like 
social contract theory, American symbols like the Statue of 
Liberty, or to the more practical applications like learning 
the structure of government or the importance of voting. 
It branches off from political science by focusing specifi-
cally on the citizen instead of the broader system. 
Civics used to be more dutifully taught in schools in 

America and was considered a key component of a com-
plete education. Unfortunately, according to Kristina Rig-
za, an education policy expert, the study of civics began 
to drop from more and more schools’ course offerings 
during the 1980s push for educational reform for Ameri-
can students to achieve higher marks in the fields of math, 
science, and literature. Concurrently, students’ civics 
knowledge dropped. According to the Council for Basic 
Education students are less likely to feel responsible for 
their country’s political futures or willing to take part in 
classroom debates on current events subjects today com-
pared to the 1980s. Similarly, Congressional voting trends 
show that a lower percentage of eligible voters aged 18-24 
vote today than back in the 1960s. 
Today, according to a test put out by the Museum of the 

American Revolution to gauge Americans’ civics knowl-
edge, more than half of those surveyed could not accu-
rately attribute the quote “from each according to his abil-
ity to each according to his needs” to Karl Marx of The 
Communist Manifesto, instead giving it to either George 

Student MacBooks To Be Collected For Summer

Washington or President Obama. More knew that Michael 
Jackson sang “Beat It” than that the Bill of Rights was a 
set of amendments to the Constitution. Finally, as sum-
marized by Chris Lehmann of Yahoo News, “Before the 
test, 89 percent of respondents expressed confidence they 
could pass it; 83 percent went on to fail.” Is this America 
the group of voters we want picking those who make the 
decisions that govern our lives?
To me, these trends emphasize that we need to bring 

civics back into school. And one place this could start is 
here, at Bromfield. I know the curriculum is planned to 
include AP Government and Politics next year, but that’s 
not enough. Getting a civics education requires courses 
that are offered at more levels than just AP, it has to focus 
on individuals as well as the state, and encourage active 
political participation whenever possible - whether it’s 
writing to senators, visiting a school committee meeting, 
or creating and implementing a project to benefit the com-
munity. Learning what the government is doesn’t prepare 
you to participate in it and part of being a good citizen is 
being willing to question authority and develop your own 
view of what is true.
Obama once said that “democracy isn’t a spectator 

sport,” meaning that democracy is something you have to 
get invested and participate in and is not something that 
you just watch. And a great way to get students off the 
sidelines would be adding a comprehensive civics curricu-
lum to Bromfield.

by Felicia D., Maddie G., Kira H., Kate S.
On May 24, 2018, The Bromfield School informed stu-

dents that MacBooks will be collected for the summer. 
However, several students have raised concerns, objecting 
that their MacBooks are essential for being able to:

Research colleges
Apply to college
Use in summer jobs that require a computer
Apply for summer jobs
Complete summer AP work
Complete summer assignments such as summer reading 

or writing essays
Access online textbooks and purchase physical ones
Communicate with teachers and other students
Practice foreign language skills students may not be 

able to practice otherwise
And complete other essential tasks
Taking the MacBooks back over the summer is counter-

productive to the original reason why the MacBooks were 
given. Instead of just asking students to bring their own 
computers to school, it was assumed that not every student 
would have a personal computer, so the school purchased 

them instead and provided them out on loan. 
Unfortunately, school work doesn’t end with the last 

day of school and students do more on their computers 
over the summer than play games. Without the MacBooks, 
students are about to be faced with either a hefty finan-
cial burden or a panicked scramble to find another way 
to get the mandated work done, given that students were 
led to believe that they would get to keep these school-
assigned laptops over the summer. This is compounded by 
many students coming to rely on their MacBooks during 
the school year while their personal computers broke and 
were not replaced, resulting in many having no backup for 
the summer.

Taking these devices away conflicts with the principle 
of providing Bromfield students with equal opportunity 
and access to technology. As a result, several students have 
taken the initiative to start a petition.

You can sign the petition here: 
                 tinyurl.com/bromfieldmacbooks 
You can also access it using the QR code to the right.
For more information, talk to juniors Felicia DiPietro, 

Maddie Gamelin, Kira Houston, and Kate Selig.
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A Spectacular Spectaculathon

by Athena Wang
BROMFIELD—The drama students of Bromfield fin-

ished their 2017-18 season with a fantastic performance of 
The Brothers Grimm Spectaculathon, during Friday, May 
11 and Saturday, May 12 in the Cronin Auditorium.

The Brothers Grimm Spectaculathon was an enthralling 
reenactment of classic and not-so-classic fairy tales from 
the brothers Grimm, balancing the old fairy tales with just 
the right amount of humor to keep the audience laughing. 
Whether the lines were scripted or unscripted, the play 
went on just as well. As much as the play was successful, 

it was not without a hiccup or two. 
“Many of the parts in the Friday show were impromptu 

because we happened to be missing a person,” sophomore 
Emily Rypinski, one of the actors, said. “I wasn’t sup-
posed to be playing the role of Hansel on Friday night, 
along with Shea being Dwarf 1, Brooke being the Wolf, 
or Taylor being all of the parts in Cinderella. Saturday 
was definitely more put together because we had that one 
person back. But, despite that, both shows were very well 
performed and were a lot of fun to take part in.”

While the roots of the play come from fairy tales often 
read in childhood, the play managed to appeal to people 
of all ages. The audience even had a few opportunities to 
participate in the play, such as making sound effects when 
cued by actor junior Liam Wang, to enhance the experi-
ence.

“It was pretty funny. I had a good time,” said sophomore 
Pedro Pellogrino. “It was interactive, and I didn’t expect 
that.”

With this final performance of The Brothers Grimm 
Spectaculathon, the 2017-18 drama season for Bromfield 

The Brothers Grimm

Become a journalist, photographer, editor or writer!
Join the Bromfield Newspaper: The Mirror

Like writing or want to answer questions about something at Bromfield? Join the 
staff! No prior experience needed. First meeting will be next year in September.

Photos courtesy of Bromfield Drama Society



Film Review: Avengers Infinity War
Marvel’s New Superhero Hit:                   /5 STARS
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by Meenakshi Ramakrishnan
Ten years, and eighteen films later, Marvel released the 

long-awaited Avengers: Infinity War. Originally sup-
posed to come in two parts, the film heavily anticipated
The Avengers, the Guardians of the Galaxy Crew, and 

the Black Panther team all join together to battle Thanos, 
a supervillain intending to collect the full set of infinity 
stones: The Space Stone, the Reality Stone, the Power 
Stone, the Mind Stone, the Time Stone, and the Soul 
Stone. Originating from a planet called Titan, where his 
people have gone extinct, he believes life expanding un-
checked will bring more death. Using the stones, he plans 
to warp reality in order to kill half of life in the universe, 
which in his mind, will restore balance. The fate of the 
planet is uncertain, as the heroes unite to defeat this pow-
erful enemy.
More than any other superhero, Thanos turns out to be 

the central character in the movie. Thanos comes from the 
word Thanatos, the personification of death and mortality 
in Greek mythology. Taking a leaf out of Black Panthers 
book, the Russo brothers, the directors of the film, try to 
give Thanos an understandable motivation rather than a 

blindly evil mindset. The main motivation for the team of 
superheroes is to stop Thanos from acquiring the full set 
of infinity stones, before half of the universe is murdered, 
and reality as we know it is broken.
The movie switches from character to character, paying 

more attention to the amount of superheroes rather than 
the content of the different superheroes:  Thor is in space 
with the Guardians after the destruction of Asgard, Stark 
with Dr. Strange, Hulk, and Spiderman, while Steve Rog-
ers, Black Widow and Falcon are in exile, with Vision 
and Scarlet Witch at Scotland.
 Infinity War’s greatest strength comes not from the 

overall plot, but instead the number of characters. The 
movie switches from location to location frequently, fol-
lowing the different characters lives. Unfortunately, as a 
consequence of this, the movie feels rushed at times, with 
a mostly predictable plotline. Originally the movie was 
supposed to be named Infinity Wars - Part 1, but later Dis-
ney confirmed that Infinity Wars will be its own movie, 
with an untitled Avengers movie on it’s way for next year. 
Even though the Russo Brothers decided to opt out the 
‘Part 1’ tag, this movie seems like a prequel for Avengers 

4, rather than a stand-alone movie.
 The juxtaposition of the smart-aleck Guardians and 

dark storylines became [adjective to explain why you 
felt it was out of place], and the interactions between Dr. 
Strange and Tony Stark are awkward,, the joke of each 
others arrogance becoming overplayed as the movie goes 
on.
The number of characters doesn’t allow the viewer to 

truly connect with their own favorite superheroes, and 
there is no room for individual arcs in the film. Thor, 
played by Chris Hemsworth, has one of the biggest parts 
throughout the movie, while surprisingly Captain Amer-
ica only appears for small moments in the movie, with 
barely any dialogue.
 Overall, Infinity War is a riveting saga but is almost 

too epic. The visuals are impressive, with massive battle 
scenes, high stakes, and lots of powerful superheroes, 
yet the viewer is never surprised about where everything 
ends up.
Infinity Wars will keep you wanting more, not necessar-

ily in a good way - Make sure to bring Kleenex. 

Summer Crossword
by J Woolcock


